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          STUDIES ON ORGANOSOLS (II) 

           Silver Organosols obtained by a Chemical Method. 

                          I3y I•ruao YAMAKITA. 

    Lt the first paper's of this series, same new knowledges about the gold 

organosols obtained by a chemical method of the author's laboratory were reported. 
Lt this paper, concerning the silver organols obtained by the same metlxod, the 

,process of the formation of the sots in, various organic dispersing media, and some 

properties of the sots thus formed-particle sire, viscosity, particle charge, stability, 
and behaviour against coagulating materials-will be described in comparison with 
those of the hydrosols like the case of gold organosols. 

                  1. Formation of Silver Organosols. 

    Silver oxide, used as one of the raw materials, was obtaine( by the double 

decomposition of sodium or potassium hydroxide . and silver nitrate water solutions. 
    Various organic subsunces used. as the dispersing media for silver organosols 

were purified by the ordinar}• method. 

    Then t a/o of silver oxide teas mixed t4orougltly with 99 % of organic substance 

used as the dispersing media grinding in a porcelain vessel, treated at the tempera-

 ture t5°~-zo°C, 50°~6o°C, and the change thus produced, was observed. 
    prom the result obtained, we can classify all dispersing media used for the 

colloidal silver formation test, into three groups (A, B, Sc C) according to their 

 faculty to fonnate silver organosols. The detail of the classification is shown in 
Table t. 

                          'Fable r. Classification of dispersing media. 

          Gronp A., The dispersing media belonging In this group produte stable cols. 
     Linnced oil, Tung °iI, Saja bean oihCotton seed oil, Ree( tallosry Fish oil, I„ nolir~i Oleic acid, 

       Linoleic-acid, Bees wax, Santalol. 
          Croup B. The dispervittg media belongings to this group produce unstable so1S. 

      Caslm o8,_ Lard„Cety] alcohol, Tubxki oft, Olive nil, 'Turpentine qil, Glycerin, Myristi< acid, 
• Palmitic acid, Stearic acid. 

          Gronp C. The dispcring. media belonging to this'group product no sot. 
      Caprit acid, Acetic acid, Formic acid, Amyl alcohol, Propyl alcohol, Lth}'lalcobol, Diethyl-

 
. alcohol, Benune, Toluene, Xylene, Nilrybenunq Anilin, Acetone, (tenmit acid, Grbontelra-

      chloride, Carlwnbindphidq Dioxan@~ Ifexnne, Liquidparafhn,,lliethyl ether. 

     r) This Journal, 17, 83 (r943)• 
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    Let t~ consider the composition and the physico-chemical characters'of the 
classified substances and their sol formation (aculty except corYtplicated mixtures of 

various compounds such as (ats and oils. The compounds of group A giving stable 

sols are high-molecular and unsaturated; the compounds~bf group ]1~giving mutable 

sols are also high-molecular but more saturated in comparison with those of group 

A ; the compounds of groujS C giving, fto sol are low-melecular or non-polar. 

Prom the difference of the properties of the classified compounds, we can deduce 

that as the favourable conditions to obtain stable silver organosols, the org:mic 
compounds to be used as dispersing media are high melecular and at the same time 

suitably reactive t~ silver oxide. This deduction in the case of silver organosol 

fonna`tion coincides with that in the case of gold organosol formation. ~ 

    \`ext we will consider fats .and oils. These substances have, rpore or less, the 
faculty to fonnate silver organosols. Of these, give such drying oils as Linseed 

oil and Tong oil, the most stable silver organosols. This is the principal difference 
from the case of gold 9rganosols when the most stable gold organosols, are obtained 

from such non-drying oils as Tubaki oil and Olive oil. 

               2. Some Properties of Silver Organosols.~ 

(1) Ultramicroscopicobservation of silver organosols. 

    1'he particle size of the most stable silver organosols produced from soja bean 

oil and silver Qxide was determined by means of an immersion ultrmnicroscope. 

The method adopted here is the same as in the case of gold-organosols. I(p is 

the density of metallic silver, r is the- radius of colloidal silver particles which is 

presumed to be spherical and n is theaatio oftthe circumference of a circle to its 

radius, then 4-r`p is the weight of one colloidal silver particle. Moreover, if the 
3 

number of colloidal particles found in the unit volume of the so] is N, the radius 

of N particles is r on the aderage and the content of silver in the unit volume of . 

the sol is c, the follon•ing relation will hold : ~ 

3 

Therefore r-( 3r- )s ............(z) 
                            q~rptbr . 

The numerical values necessary to determine r is shown in 'Fable z. , 

    This particle size of the stable silver 'orgmtosol~ is approximately the same 

magnitude cmnpared with that of the . stable gold organosols. 

                                   ` ,
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' Table z. 
                     'Delennination of particle sire n('silycr Soja. 6enn nil snl 

     
' roncentrntion of the oil ~ o.o3yo, 

            specific S.rnvity °( the sol al zo°C 0.9335 
             density of silver nt zo°C p=IO.S , 

              silver content in'the mil volmne of We sol ~c=o.9;;5 xo.aoo3=z.S~to-+ -
            number of parlides found in.3oS~B volume of the sol rS.o 

       
' (mean vnbm of So nlrservalions) ' 

             number of pnrlicles found in unit yolmu of We sol ' ~ N=6.ror° 
             talcu]ated radius of colloidal silver particle >•=u.i • to-~ cm 

                      t =zz.r N.p. 

   And then, the perccptability of the silver, organosol particles by the ultra-
microscopic observation shows that these orgaliosols arc lyophobe. . 

(2) Viscosity of Silver Organosols. ' 

   The viscosity of , silver organosols at zo°C +vas detenuined by means of 
Ostltvald's,viscosimeter on the neat four-series. 

   Series A. Silver oxide was decomposed with oleic acid (silver oxide :oleic 

acid= 1 : q) ; Ule colloidal silver thus fiinrled ryas dissolved in benzene, purified by 

r filtering off coarse particles and diluted by 'adding benzene again to obtfin the sols 

with differcrtt concentration. Silver content of the various sots obtained • was 
                       t , 

determined by the ordinary quantitative analysis.' 

   Scrics B. The preparation of the samples of this series differs from those of 

series A in the poinC tUat as the deconipositig agent of silver oxide wcls used Soja 

bean oil insted of oleic acid. 

    Series C. For the samples of this series, as the decomposing agent of silver 

oxide, oleic acid was used, the colloidal silver formed nas dissolved in ole(c acid, 

purified by filtering off coarse particles and diluted by adding oleic acid again to 

obtain the sots with dificrent content of silver. Other point is the same as' in the 

series A. 

   Series D. The sample bf tlris series differs from those of series C in the point 
                       r , 

                                that as ,the decomposing agent of silver 

A os;Ele Soja bean oil was used instead of oliec 
~ acid. ' 

t, •» The relatial bchvecn viscosity increase 
r - 'and concerifration of the silver otganusols 
    V.

    u' 

C:mceutrntlon (wl~ 

  Fig. r. Relation between viscosity S 
    coucenlralimt of silver urganuiols. 

`. d
.ri _
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' If we now represent the relative viscosity 

   of~thc so] by ~ and the,total volunlc of the 

   dispersed particles in [hc .unit volume of the 

t a 
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 sot Uy }i, the relation between rf and ~ is given from P'ig. 1 as follows 

 where is is the viscosety of dispersing medium and k is a constant.. The value of 

 
' TOUIe 3: •Value o(K k in equation (3) calculated from I'ig. [ is given in 

        in various cases. Table 3. 

    sexier volues of A: Equation (3) resemb]es Einstein's viscosity equation's 
                       which is derived theoretically and presumed to be 

       A zoo 
     73. - zx6 applicable to most of hydrophobe sots. Einstein's 

     c zro equation is given as follows 

   D 3x 

 wliere ~, ~a and ¢ represent the same' as those in eyuation (3). The relation 
 between ~ agd ~ in equation (4) is also linear. 

     If we now compare equation (3) with egxiation (4), we can find that the value 
 of K, the coefficient of ¢ in equation (3} shown in Table 3, is far larger than z.5, 
 the coefficient of ~ in equation '(4). Therefore, it indicates that the aithor's si]ver 

 organosols arc considcrab]y.diffcrent from the ordinary hydrophobe sots in the 
 enormously large value of K, dtough Che linear relation bcrivicen ~ and ~ shows 

 that the author's silver organosols have some part resembling to the ordinary 
 hydrophobe sots. 

     Those characters acynired from the viscosity measurement of the silver organo-
 sols agree with those of the gold organosols. • 

 (3) Electric charge of colloidal particles and stability of silver organosols. 
    Wl}en the decompose silver oxide, treating with Suja bean oil, Tubaki oil, 

 Oleic acid, Linolic acid, Stearic acid, or Yalnutic acid, and Dissolve the colloidal 
 silver particles thus formed iu benzene, the have silver benzene sots: favouta~le 

 to compare their stability. Using these benzene sots, the relation bettreen the, 

 electric charge of the particles and the stability of the sots was examined in order 
 Co know how much the electric charger of the particles might contribute to the 

 stability of the silver organosols. 

     The apparatus.and experimental procedure adopted here are,'the same as those 

 in the case of gold organosols. The electric charge of sot particles was estimated 

 from the .weight increase of platinic electrodes immersed in the sot during the 

      2) Einstein, aeu. pbytib,(+) 19, z8y .(x906). 34, '39t (zgxx). ' 
         F. Piridy A'olloid-Z., 74, z76 (x936). Sl, 7 tx93i)• 

,. 
!
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 application of the fall of 

 result is shown in Table 
. / 
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potential, z5o volts per centimetre. This experimental 

4• 

Elmtric charge of various silver organosol particles.

Decomposing agent-o( 
      Ag:O

Dispersing 
 medium

i. 'Snja Lean oil ••....••.I 
z. TuUaki nil ...-........i 
3. Oleic acid /......~•.~•.~ 
q. Linolic acid .-. .....~ 
5. Slearic arid........-.. 
6. Palmiiic acid .........

Renzen

Cane. of sot he(ore 
   experiment

i

D.IQja 

0.03% 
Dao% 

D.9q% 

o.oz% 

ooi%

weigh( inccrase of Pt. electrodes

 o.t mg 

 0.6 „ 

 o.tj „ 

 0.30 „ 

 0.40 ,,

o.~ mg 

o.l ~~ 

nqa .. 

IA ~~

             ®e Positive eleclmde. Q: Negative etcetrnde.. -
             w~eight increase of electrodes, mensnrca after 5 hours from the beginning, 

    The stability of the sols teas expressed as the concentratiat change of the 
sols in the course of time. The results of both stable. sols and unst<lblc ones, aie 

shown in Pig. ~. ' 
    From Table ¢ and Fig. z, the can recognize that the sols containing particles 

with electric charge are unstable, while the sols gyttaining .particles with smaller 
electric charge or none, are stable. .Therefore we can say that the electric charge ~ 
of the organosol particlts contributes- notding to the stability of the cols. This is 
the marked point different from the case of the ordinary hydrosols in which the 
electric charge of the colloidal particles is not entirely ignored. This point also 
coincides with both cases of the author's gold organosols and other silver organo-
sols`9 obtained by treating silver oxide with chlorinated oils. 

                                   (9) Behaviour of silver organosols 
o°- °' against coagulating materials. 

  ... ~'~" The author found that gold organo-
a sols dissolved in benzene are coagulated 

   ` ~ b
y the addition of small amount of lower 

                                fatty acids, inorganic acids and the alcoholic 
           Time (hour) solutions of alkali and various inorganic 
  P;g. 2. Stabimy of sih~er benzene ~ot~ at salts. Lt order to know the behaviour of 

m°C, nbtainca from different demmpwing - - ' 
agents of sil.er o:ia. these coagulating maters operating in the 

  Ixwmpasing agents case of silver organosols, this similar 
       r, fnja txan oil. q. Lirwlic ncid 

        Tnbatci oit 5. Stearic aria experiment to that adopted in tee case of 
     g. Ultic acid 6: Palmitit achy gold organosols teas carried out. Silver 

     3) Matumoto and Reai, J. Sa. C/aim. GrJ. fi:pgx, 43, 27, 29 (19po): 

• 
, 'I 
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  organosols'used here }vcre prepared in the following ,manner. Silver, oxide [vas . 

 decomposed with soja btcn oil or oleic acid and the colloidal silver.tluis produced 

  leas dissolved in bentiene. To these silver benzene sols, various coagulating materials 

  were added. Then the redislt brotan and transparent sols became bluish brown 

  and untnnsparent, and the coagulated coarse particles were precipitated. ~Ve will 

  call the minimum value of coax dating materials necessary to cause the change the 
  " coagulation rduc ". The coagulation values thus defined of various materials 

  against silver organosols arc shown in Table 5. 

               Tahle S Coagulation value of vazious snbstanar again=[ silver argannsols.

20 (1946)

Coagulating agents i Coa~datin~ . value (millimpl/L)

A

i

NaCI fo9a . 
KC7 

KT snUtnted 

AgNOs 

IigCly 

MgCh 
CnCI. 

CoCI. 

NiCI. 
AICIy 

PeCly 

CuCI. 
NaOI [ 

KOI i 

N I i,Ol 130^ 

I[CI 
I ISO, 

1INOy 
I [COOT I 

CIiyCOOI I 
CI[y01 [ 

Csi Iy01 [ 

CIIy(:OCHy 
distilled water

aler solution 

nlcoholit solution 

  .. 

   ~~ 

' 

xaler u~hdinn

7 

, 30 (unaffected) 
zo (imper(etl) 

  6.q 

  4.5 
  q.z 

  4.9 
  z.3 

  y.z 

  5~6 
 z3.2 

2[ 

qz.8 (imper(ecQ 

30 (unafieered) 
 x8 ,

z5 , 

36 
xS5 (unaffected) 

860 (milky turbid)

A

 30 (unafected) 
 ro (imlx:r(ect) t 

  G.7 

   3.0 

  3.3 

   3.x 
  2A 

   5.3 

   q.z 
 ~ x.6 
 10 

3~ 

 30 (unaRette<I) 

9 
  t5 

 2t 

t5o (imperfect) 

u6q (unafectcd) 

Sta „ 

x3o (milky turbid)

          A: Silver benmoe sot obtained by decomposing silver oxide with Soja bean nil. 
          A : Silver benzene sol obtained by decomposing silver oxide with Oleic acid. 

   The cckzgulation values of various coagulating matters in "fable 5 are, in 

general, larger than those of the cor(eslionding gold. orgauosols ; moreover, some 

of Them show imperfect coagulation. \Ve can say, therefore, that the films covering 

silver colloidal particles are more stable than those of gold organosol' particles for 

      ,~ 

              ' _ f-
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coagulating matters. ~ ` 

   The mechanism of coagulation of silver organosols is considered. to be 

su6st<mtially fhe same as in the case of gold otganosols. .The coagulation produced 

by lower fatty acids may be chiefly due'Eo the selective adsorption of the acid 

malecules'ou the surface of colloidal silver particles, 'and the coagulation produced 

by 'alcoholic solntious due to fhc adsorption of t]te silver organosol particles ot; 

benzettc sol particles of alkalis and salts formed n~ith the decrease of their solubility. 

   In closing, the author has great pleasure in espressitig lus hearty tlianls to 

Professor, S. Horiba for his kind.guidance during the course of this investigatiai.
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